
A compositional rule for hardware designre�nementK. L. McMillanCadence Berkeley Labs1919 Addison St., suite 303Berkeley, CA 94704-1144mcmillan@cadence.comAbstract. We present an approach to designing veri�ed digital systemsby a sequence of small local re�nements. Re�nements in this approach arenot limited to a library of prede�ned transformations for which theoremshave been previously established. Rather, the approach relies on localiz-ing the re�nement steps in such a way that they can be veri�ed e�cientlyby model checking. Toward this end, a compositional rule is proposed bywhich each design re�nement may be veri�ed independently, in an ab-stract environment. This rule supports the use of downward re�nementmaps, which translate abstract behavior detailed behavior. These mapsmay involve temporal transformations, including delay. The approach issupported by a veri�cation tool based on symbolic model checking.1 IntroductionAlthough signi�cant progress has been made in automated veri�cation of digitalsystems, most designs are still far too large and complex to be veri�ed in a fullyautomatic way. The classical solution proposed to this problem is compositionalreasoning. This means that properties of individual modules or components of alarge system are veri�ed in isolation, and these properties are then combined toprove properties of the system as a whole. One commonly proposed speci�cationlanguage for these properties is temporal logic [Pnu85], and systems of composi-tional inference rules have been developed to support \assume-guarantee" styleproofs [Lam83] using various temporal logics (e.g., [GL94]). In a compositionalproof, one reasons thus: P; � j=  Q j= �P k Q j=  Here, P and Q are processes, and � is an environment assumption, necessaryto prove that P satis�es speci�cation  . Typically, however, the environmentassumptions needed to verify interacting processes are interdependent. For ex-ample, process P may guarantee to satisfy an invariant  up to time t+1 only ifQ satisies  up to time t, and vice versa. Such an inductive argument cannot beexpressed in the above rule. If one attempts it, the result is a circular argument.One way to break the circularity is to model the environment as an abstractprocess. Kurshan [Kur87, Kur94] introduced the following style of reasoning forMoore machines: 1



P k Q0 ) P 0P 0 k Q) Q0P k Q) P 0 k Q0where ) can be replaced by any suitable process preorder. Here, the abstractprocess Q0 takes the role of environment assumption when verifying P , and P 0does the same when verifying Q. The circularity is broken inductively, as a resultof the delay of one time unit from input to output of the Moore machines. Alurand Henzinger [AH96] extended this to the case of Mealy machines where thereare no combinational cycles.A limitation of this kind of proof rule is that the abstract processes P 0 andQ0 do not typically have the same inputs and outputs as the detailed processesP and Q. In order for P 0 and Q0 to be simple, they necessarily communicate at amore abstract level. In Kurshan's methology, this problem is approached by usingprocess homomorphisms. This means that the user provides a function � thatmaps detailed signals to abstract signals. One can thus reason compositionallyas follows: �(P )) P 0�(Q)) Q0�(P k Q)) P 0 k Q0Note, however, that we cannot use Q0 as an environment assumption unless weare able to e�ectively invert the function �. This is necessary to translate outputsof the abstract process Q0 into inputs of the detailed process P . On the otherhand, downward maps can be used e�ectively to provide the both the inputsof P (i.e., its environment) and also the correctness conditions for its outputs,as a function of the abstract behavior of P 0 and Q0. This e�ectively puts theveri�cation of P in an abstract context, an observation has been made in thecontext of symbolic simulation by Bryant and Beatty [BB94] and in the contextof theorem provers by Cyrluk [Cyr96].Note also that upward maps can be very complex. In the case of pipelines,for example, the upward abstraction map involves ushing the entire state ofthe pipeline, which may contain many instructions. Although in some cases thiscomplexity can be dealt with, using BDD's [BF89] or sophisticated decision pro-cedures [BD94, JDB95], we would prefer a methodology that decomposes theveri�cation problem into small subproblems. In the case of pipelines, for exam-ple, downward re�nement maps involving delay can yield separate veri�cationsubproblems for each stage of the pipeline.To support such a compositional methodology in a model checking context,we present a system based on a generalized compositional rule for Mealy ma-chines. It allows both upward and downward re�nement maps, which are rep-resented as arbitrary processes. Hence, maps may involve state and delay, ifnecessary. Further, the system is exible enough to allow non-hierarchical ab-stractions. That is, an abstract speci�cation may have a di�erent structuraldecomposition from the low level implementation, and many abstract-level com-ponents may be multiplexed onto the same collection of low-level components.This exibility to choose an arbitrary decomposition of the speci�cation can beused to simplify the resulting veri�cation subproblems. The system is imple-mented on top of the SMV symbolic model checker [McM93].



2 A compositional rule for Mealy machinesWe begin by introducing a compositional rule for Mealy machines. For thepresent purposes, a Mealy machine will be de�ned as a collection of recurrenceequations involving either zero delay or unit delay. For exibility in speci�cation,we allow machines to be underspeci�ed, in the sense that there may be manysolutions of the equations for any given input sequence. This does not however,imply nondeterminism in the automata theoretic sense, since our \machines"have no notion of internal state.To be more speci�c, let S be a �nite collection of signals, and let V be a �niteuniverse of values. We interpret a signal as a sequence of values, or a functionIN! V . Let a model be any function � : S ! IN! V . A machine is a predicateM of the form: �̂2SM�The assertionsM�, called components, may be in one of two forms, representinggeneralized gates and latches. A gate is of the form:_j �(t) = f(1(t) : : : k(t))where the signals 1 : : : k are the inputs of the gate, and f is a function Vk ! V .The �nite disjunction allows the output of the gate to be incompletely speci�edas a function of its inputs. A latch is similar to a gate, but involves one timeunit of delay, and a set of possible initial values. It is a component M� of theform: _j �(t+ 1) = f(1(t) : : : k(t))^_j �(0) = initjThis speci�es the possible values of � at time t + 1 as of function of the inputsat time t, and also speci�es the possible values initj at time t = 0.We will tacitly identify a machine with the set of models that satisfy it. Wewill say that machine Q implements machine P when Q) P , which is the sameas saying that the set of models of Q is contained in the set of models of P .Now, suppose we wish to prove that Q ) P . Since P is a conjunction ofassertions P� , expressible in temporal logic, we could simply use model checkingto verify Q j= P� for each �. However, this would be unlikely to be e�ective inpractice, since the state space of Q would be too large. To simplify the modelchecking problem, we could take only a subset of the components of Q as the\environment" when checking P� (a technique called localization), but it stillmight require a large number of components. Instead, assuming that P is simpleand abstract, while Q is complex, we might like to take some other componentsof P as environment assumptions while proving P� . Intuitively, this would putthe veri�cation of P� in a more \abstract" context. Thus, for example, we mightassume P�0 is correctly implemented when checking P� and vice versa. We canshow that this reasoning is sound, provided there are no cycles of \gates".



To be more precise, let <M , the dependency relation of machine M , be theset of pairs (; �) such that M� is a gate (has zero delay) and  is and inputof M�. Now suppose there are no cycles in the joint dependency relations ofmachines Q and P . To verify Q ) P� , we may instead verify E� ) P� , whereE� is an \environment" machine, made up of arbitarily chosen components of Pand Q, provided of course we do not chose P� itself.Theorem1. Let P and Q be machines. For all � 2 S, let E� be a machine suchthat:{ for all �0 2 signals: E��0 = P�0 or E��0 = Q�0 , and{ E�� = Q�.Let <� be the relation (<P [ <Q)�. If <� is irreexive then the following infer-ence rule is sound: for all �: E� ) P�Q) PProof. De�ne a lexical order < over IN � S where (� 0; �0) < (�; �) i� � 0 < � ,or � 0 = � and �0<��. Further, let P�(�) denote P� for t = � . Now, consider amodel �. Assume � j= Q and assume by inductive hypothesis that � j= E��0(� 0)for all (�0; � 0) < (�; �). Note that by de�nition, � j= E�� (�), since E�� = Q�.Now construct a model �0 from � by changing only the values �0(� 0) for(�; �) < (�0; � 0), such that �0 j= E� . This can be done because <� containts <E� ,hence each �0(� 0) can be chosen only as a function of previous values w.r.t. <.Since E� ) P� it follows in particular that �0 j= P�(�), and hence � j= P�(�).By induction over <, it follows that � j= P .We can extend the above result to the case of proving that Q simultaneouslyimplemements a collection of speci�cations P1; : : : ; Pn. This theorem forms thebasis of a system for design re�nement, described in the next section. The proofis omitted here, but is along the same lines as the previous theorem.Theorem2. Let Q and P 1 : : : Pn be machines. For all i = 1 : : : n and � 2 S,let E i� be a machine such that:{ for all �0 2 signals: E i��0 = Q�0 or E i��0 = P j�0 for some j, and{ E i�� = Q�.Let <� be the relation [(Si <P i)[ <Q]�. If <� is irreexive then the followinginference rule is sound: for all i; �: E i� ) P i�Q) Vi Pi3 Partial machines and re�nementWe now introduce a re�nement framework, that makes it possible to de�ne adesign by a collection of incremental changes to a speci�cation machine, and toverify that the resulting machine (called the implementation machine) impliesthe orignal abstract machine. Each incremental change will be referred to as alayer, and is essentially a partially de�ned machine.Let a layer M be an assertion of the form ^�2S(M)M� where S(M) � S andthe assertionsM� are either gates or latches, as before. A design is a partial order



D = (M; <D), whereM is a set of layers. The intuition behind <D is that Q<DPwhen Q is intended as an incremental modi�cation of P , in which case we say Qre�nes P . In order for an implementation to be uniquely de�ned, we require thatfor any signal �, there is a unique least layer I� w.r.t. <D such that � 2 S(I�).The conjunction of these minimal de�nitions I� is termed the implementationmachine of D and is denoted ID. In the simplest case <D will be a linearorder over machines M1; : : : ;Mn. In this case, the implementation machineis the result obtained by starting with M1 (the speci�cation) and substitutingcomponents of M2; : : : ;Mn in sequence.A design D will be said to be correct whenID )^MDthat is, when the implementation machine implies every layer of D. In the linearorder case, this implies in particular that it implements the original speci�cationM1.Note that we can verify correctness of a design compositionally using theinference rule of theorem 2. This requires us to choose an environment machineEM� to verify each component M� of each layer M in the design, excepting theimplementation components. While the environments may be chosen manually,the following two heuristics can be applied automatically:{ For each �, choose E� =M� , where M is the maximal layer under <D thatde�nes �.{ Drop any signal de�nitions that topologically cannot inuence �.If we use these rules when verifying a sequence of local modi�cations, the veri�-cation of any given modi�cation does not see the other modi�cations, since theenvironment is selected from the earliest, most abstract de�nitions.3.1 Implementation in SMVThe veri�cation framework described in the previous two sections has been im-plemented on top of the SMV model checker. The system has a simple languagefor describing Mealy machines. In this language, a gate is described by a state-ment of the form:<�> := <f(1; : : : ; k)>;while a latch is speci�ed in the following way:init(<�>) := <init�>;next(<�>) := <f(1; : : : ; k)>;In either case, we can leave a signal underspeci�ed by indicating a choice ofvalues in set brackets. For example,x := y + f0,1g;stands for x(t) = y + 0_x(t) = y + 1



The language also includes some \syntactic sugar" over the basic gates andlatches, including nested conditional statements, and a method of specifyingdefault values when one branch of a conditional is unspeci�ed.Each layer of the design is given a name, and is introduced by the keyword\layer". The partial order <D is speci�ed by statements of the form:<Q> refines <P>;which denotes Q<DP . The SMV system veri�es that the design thus speci�edis correct, according to the de�nition of the previous section. It does this bytranslating each non-implementation component of M� of each layer M intotemporal logic.1 For each such component an evironmeont EM� is selected, usinguser input and the above described heuristics. This environment is used as amodel for model checking the temporal formula. The system also veri�es theside condition of the compositional rule, requiring that the joint dependencyrelation be acyclic.3.2 ExampleAs an example of compositional veri�cation using the system, consider a \re-source manager" circuit, which is used to allocate and free a collection of re-sources (say a collection of packet bu�ers). The module maintains a vector ofstatus bits that indicate, for each resource, whether it is currently allocated ornot. When an \allocate" request is received, the module may output the indexof some free resource (changing the status of this resource to \allocated") orit may output a negative acknowledgement (NACK). When a \free" request isreceived, the module inputs a resource index and changes the status of thatresource to \free". Allocation requests have either high or low priority. A lowpriority request must result in a NACK if fewer than k bu�ers are currently free(where k is a �xed constant).A na��ve and somewhat underspeci�ed original speci�cation of the resourcemanager is shown in �gure 1. When an allocate request is received, it chooses aresource arbitrarily. If that resource is currently allocated, it produces a NACK.To check whether a low priority request is allowed, it simply sums up the vectorof \allocated" bits and compares the result to k. Notice the \dafault" constructin the de�nition of \allocated". The meaning of this construct is that the �rststatement provides the default value for any given element of the vector whenthe second statement does not de�ne it. For a latch, the default in case neitherstatement de�nes it is to keep the old value.There are two re�nements we would like to make to this speci�cation. First,it is too time consuming to sum up the vector of \allocated" bits on every cycle.We would prefer to use an up/down counter to maintain a running total thenumber of \allocated" bits that are set. This re�nement is shown in �gure 2.Second, we need to choose a policy for selecting a resource to allocate. To dothis, we will use a priority encoder to choose the unallocated resource of lowestindex. To compute the NACK signal more quickly, we simply test the \sum"1 Note, this requires a minor extension to CTL that allows the \next" value of avariable to be expressed. This does not increase the complexity of the model checkingproblem over ordinary CTL.



layer toplevel : {init(allocated) := 0;index_out := 0 ..(n - 1);NACK := alloc_req & (allocated[index_out]| ~high_priority & (n - sum) < k);defaultif(free_req)next(allocated[index_in]) := 0;inif(alloc_req & ~NACK)next(allocated[index_out]) := 1;sum := sigma(i = 0; i < n; i = i + 1)allocated[i];}Fig. 1. Original speci�cation of resource manager.value to see if there are any available resources. This re�nement is shown in�gure 2.layer refinement1 : {init(sum) := 0;next(sum) := sum + (alloc_req & ~NACK)- (free_req & allocated[index_in]);}refinement1 refines toplevel;layer refinement2 : {index_out := priority_encode(~allocated);NACK := alloc_req & (high_priority ? sum = n : (n - sum) < k);}refinement2 refines toplevel;Fig. 2. Two re�nements of the resource manager.Note that these two re�nements are mutually dependent. That is, if there�ned \sum" logic computes its value incorrectly, then the NACK signal weproduce may be incorrect. On the other hand, if the re�ned \NACK" logic isincorrect, causing an already allocated bu�er to be allocated, then the \sum"counter will be corrupted. These two parts of the circuit are, in e�ect, engagedin a protocol, where each part guarantees to produce a correct output only ifall its previous inputs have been correct. Despite this circularity, we can usethe compositional rule to verify the two re�nements separately, where each re-�nement uses the original speci�cation as its environment. This simpli�es theveri�cation process, since the original speci�cation has fewer latches than there�ned version. Note also, that if the resource manager is used as part of thesystem, we can use the simple original speci�cation as part of the enviromentwhen verifying other parts of the system, and need not take into account there�nements.4 Hiding internal state of speci�cationsTypically, a speci�cation contains some intermediate signals that are not in-tended to be part of the implementation per se, but are used only for speci�-



cation purposes. For example, we might want to specify that a machine counts,producing a one at its output for every n ones occurring at the input. To dothis, we could introduce a signal representing, for example, a binary modulo-ncounter: init(count) := 0;next(count) := count + inp mod n;out := inp & (count = n - 1);There is, however, no reason why \count" should appear in the implementa-tion, as it would be perfectly valid for the implementation to use, for example,a \one hot" encoded counter. What we would actually like to specify is that,for any implementation behavior, there exists a valuation for the signal \count"that makes it a legal behavior of the speci�cation. In other words, we would liketo be able to hide certain signals in the speci�cation, in order to specify onlyexternally visible behavior. Toward this end, we de�ne a notion of \projecteddesign" that makes it possible to write speci�cations with hidden internal state.Let a projected design be a structure P = (D; AP ), where D = (M; <D)is a design, and AP � S is the set of internal, or unobservable signals. Theimplementation of a projected design isIP = ^� 62AP ID�That is, in the projected design, the implementation includes only those imple-mentation components of D that are not considered internal to the speci�cation.A projected design P is said to be correct whenIP ) 9AP : ^MDThat is, for every behavior of the implementation, there must exist a valuationof the internal signals such that every layer in D is satis�ed. This is in factguaranteed to hold provided D is correct, and the unprojected implementationmachine ID satis�es a simple condition: no signal not in AP may depend on asignal in AP , via a gate or a latch. Put another way, the signals that remain inthe projected implementation must be closed under the dependency relation. Ifthis is the case, then for every model of the projected implementation, we canconstruct a valuation for the internal signals to create a model of the unprojectedimplementation. Thus, if the unprojected design is correct, then the projecteddesign must also be correct.Note that in the unprojected implementation, we do allow a dependency ofinternal signals on \visible" signals. These functions play the role of witnessfunctions for the hidden signals, as we see in the proof of the following theorem:Theorem3. Let P = (D; AP ) be a projected design, such that for all � 62 AP ,for all inputs  of ID� ,  62 AP . IfID )^MDthen IP ) 9AP : ^MD



Proof. Let � be a model of IP and let < be the same lexical order used inthe proof of theorem 1. By modifying only the values of signals in AP , we canconstruct a model �0 of ID, the unprojected design. This is because the values ofthese signals depend functionally on only previous values w.r.t <, and no signalsnot in AP depend on values that are modi�ed. It follows that �0 j= VMD andhence � j= 9AP : VMD.4.1 Re�ning internal signals { witness functionsAn internal signal that is underspeci�ed may be thought of as representing anondeterministic choice. By re�ning this signal, we can in e�ect provide a \wit-ness" that shows why any given execution of the implementation satis�es thespeci�cation. Note that neither the original speci�cation nor the re�nement ofan internal signal is part of the implementation. The witness function merelyserves as part of the proof of correctness of the design.As an example, �gure 3 shows an abstract speci�cation for a two-way syn-chronous arbiter. An underspeci�ed signal called \choice" determines which ofthe two requesters will be acknowledged. This is an internal signal, declaredelsewhere using the keyword \abstract". Note that \choice" is nondeterminis-tic when both request simultaneously. Figure 3 also shows a re�nement of thisspeci�cation, in which a latched signal called \turn" is used to break ties in afair manner. The signal \choice" is rede�ned to be a function of \turn". Thisde�nition is not part of the implementation, but is simply used to prove thatthere exists a valuation of \choice" that makes the speci�cation true in all cases.layer toplevel : {choice := (req[0] & ~req[1]) ? 0 : (req[1] & ~req[0]) ? 1 : {0,1};ack[0] := req[0] & (choice = 0);ack[1] := req[1] & (choice = 1);}layer refinement : {init(turn) := 0;if(ack[turn]) next(turn) := ~turn;ack[0] := req[0] & (~req[1] | turn = 0);ack[1] := req[1] & (~req[0] | turn = 1);choice := (req[0] & ~req[1]) ? 0 : (req[1] & ~req[0]) ? 1 : turn;}refinement refines toplevel;Fig. 3. Using a witness function for a nondeterministic choice.5 Re�nement mapsOne important use of re�nements is in specifying the downward re�nement mapsthat give the detailed signals in terms of abstract signals. In the present frame-work, a re�nement map is simply an itermediate layer in the design. To use are�nement map, one creates a sequence of two layers. The �rst de�nes the re-�nement maps, giving some implementation signals as a function of speci�cation



signals. Each component of the re�nement map must be veri�ed. When verifyingone component, we can we can choose to use any other re�nement map com-ponents in the environment. Thus, when verifying that the outputs of a givenmodule are correct, we can use the re�nement maps to generate the inputs tothat module as a function of the abstract speci�cation. In fact, the signal \sum"in the example of �gure 1 can be viewed as playing the role of a re�nement map.Notice how it divides the re�nement veri�cation problem into two parts, whereeach can be veri�ed in the environment of the abstract speci�cation. Note alsothat when we specify re�nement maps, we can use any function that can bede�ned by a Mealy machine. In particular, this allows us to use re�nement mapsthat involve delay. This is useful for hardware structures that have \latency",such as pipelines. The re�nement maps may also include arbitrary �nite statemachines.5.1 ExampleAs an example, suppose we would like to design a tranmitter/receiver pair thatsends n-bit bytes (for �xed n) serially over a single wire. The original speci�cationmight look something like the code of �gure 4. A \send" signal indicates thatinput data are ready to be sent, \NACK" indicates that the transmitter is busy,\DAV" indicates that data are available at the receiving end, and \received"indicates the the receiving end is ready for new data. Notice that \DAV" isunderspeci�ed, in the sense that when data are available, it may be either trueor false. This is intended to allow for arbitrary delay in the actual transmission ofthe data. Notice also the conditional in the de�nition of \output data". Becausethis is a gate, the default in case the condition is false is that the signal isunspeci�ed. This means the implementation may output any data value in thecase when \DAV" is false.layer toplevel : {init(full) := 0;next(full) := received ? 0 : send ? 1 : full;NACK := send & full;if(send & ~full) next(data) := input_data;DAV := full ? {0,1} : 0;if(DAV) output_data := data;received := DAV ? {0,1} : 0;}Fig. 4. Speci�cation of transmitter/receiver.The next step in the design is to formulate a re�nement map that de�nes thesequence of bits seen on the serial line as a function of the abstract speci�cationsignals. To do this, we need to introduce some state, in the form of a counterthat keeps track of the bit number being transmitted. The re�nement map isshown in �gure 5.Given this re�nement map, we can now design and verify the receiver andtransmitter separately. The actual implementation of these components mightuse shift registers, as shown in �gure 6. The enviromnent for verifying each of



layer refinement_map : {init(transmitting) := 0;if(send & ~NACK) next(transmitting) := 1;else if(count = (n - 1)) next(transmitting) := 0;init(count) := 0;if(transmitting){next(count) := count + 1 mod n;serial_line := data[count];}}refinement_map refines toplevel;Fig. 5. Re�nement map de�nining serial line behaviorthese two component re�nements includes the re�nement map and the abstractspeci�cation, but not the other component. The purpose of the re�nement map isto de�ne the interface between two components, and thus allow separate designand veri�cation of the two components. In general, re�nement maps can providea way of managing the complexity of interfaces between modules, by de�ninginterface signals, which may be encoded in fairly complex ways, in terms ofsimpler, more abstract data streams.layer tx_refinement : {if(send & ~NACK) next(tx_shifter) := input_data;else next(tx_shifter) := tx_shifter >> 1;serial_line := tx_shifter[0];}tx_refinement refines refinement_map;layer rx_refinement : {if(transmitting){next(rx_shifter[n-1]) := serial_line;next(rx_shifter[(n-2)..0]) := rx_shifter >> 1;}DAV := full & ~transmitting;output_data := rx_shifter;}rx_refinement refines refinement_map;Fig. 6. Separate re�nements of transmitter and receiver.6 ConclusionsWe have described a compositional framework for the veri�cation of hardwaredesigns. It is designed to allow the expression of downward re�nement masps asMealy machines, and to support design by a sequence of incremental modi�ca-tions that may be veri�ed independently. The framework has been implementedon top of the SMV symbolic model checking system. Although it is not discussedhere, the system also supports assume-guarantee style reasoning using linear timetemporal logic. This is intended mainly for reasoning about eventualities.
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